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Abstract  
 
Hydrated sodium sulfates have been suggested to be present in variable amounts in Solar 
System objects such as Mars and Europa, among the possible others. The presence of 
these hydrated species is related to current/past aqueous environments, thus has an 
importance regarding the potential habitability of planetary objects. In this study, we 
analyzed anhydrous sodium sulfate (thénardite) and the hydrated sodium sulfate 
(mirabilite) by means of visible-infrared reflectance spectroscopy in the 0.4-5 µm spectral 
range, at different low temperatures between 80 and 298K. Each mineral has been 
analyzed in three different grain sizes, between 36-150 µm. The anhydrous compound, 
thénardite, is characterized by a nearly flat spectrum in the visible and near IR up to 2.6 
µm, while in the 3-4 µm region, the spectrum shows a few weak features due to H2O and 
SO4

2- overtones/combinations. The first strong SO4
2- overtone is visible at 4.6 µm. Spectra 

of mirabilite are substantially characterized by H2O absorption features in the 1-3 µm 
region, and by sulfate overtone/combination bands occurring at 3.8 and 4.7 µm. A weak 
feature appearing at 2.18 µm is also putatively attributed to the sulfate ion. The bands 
show changes as a function of temperature.  The hydration absorption features in 
mirabilite show the strongest dependence with temperature, both in terms of shift in 
position and change of spectral shape. Bands at 3.1-3.24 µm in thénardite, as well as 
absorption features located at 1.78 and 2.47 µm in mirabilite, could be used as diagnostic 
proxies for the detection of these two minerals on planetary bodies. 
 

1. Introduction 
 

Sodium sulfates compounds occur widely on Earth in different hydration forms and in 
various geological settings. On other Solar System bodies they have been proposed to be 
present on the surface of Europa (mirabilite) and on Mars (mirabilite and thénardite).  
 
Earth  
 
Sulfate minerals form on Earth in several geological environments, mainly (i) as evaporitic 
deposits, (ii) after oxidation of sulfides in hydrothermal systems, (iii) as products of 
weathering of volcanic rocks (Christy, 2018). In particular evaporitic sulfate minerals are 
important indicators of geological evolution and past climatic conditions. They maintain a 
record of the source water geochemical features and of the evolution of environmental 
parameters driving the evaporation processes.  
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The process of evaporation typically occurs from concentrated water solutions or brines, in 
which are present readily soluble salts. The precipitation starts after the brine becomes 
saturated in a given salt, and the water loss must exceed the water gain. Brines can be 
characterized by a wide range of ionic strength, can have multiple dissolved salts, with 
different solubility. The crucial parameters governing the evaporative process are 
temperature, humidity, air movement, salinity and pH (Babel and Schreiber, 2014). The 
evaporation rate is favored by high temperature, low relative humidity and air movement, 
while it is inhibited for example by the increase in salinity of the evaporating brine itself. On 
the opposite also the freezing process, by removing liquid water from the brine with 
consequent ice formation, can result in the precipitation of certain cryogenic sulfate salts 
(Babel and Schreiber, 2014; Herrero et al., 2015). With this regard, brines having eutectic 
temperature below 0°C are defined cryobrines. 
 
Specifically thénardite and mirabilite occur on Earth both in open and closed basins, that 
are in marine and lacustrine evaporitic deposits (Jones and Deocampo, 2003; Babel and 
Schreiber, 2014). The mineralogy of precipitated compounds depends on the composition 
of the salts dissolved in the brine, and on the proportions between ions, as well as on the 
driving process (evaporative or cooling/freezing). Brines that can result in the precipitation 
of thénardite and mirabilite are of three types: (i) Na-CO3-SO4-Cl-(K), (ii) Na-SO4-Cl-(K) 
and (iii) Mg-Na-SO4-Cl-(K) (Eugster, 1980; Warren, 2006). Na-sulfate salts (anhydrous and 
hydrated) are generally found in the same environment. Thénardite and mirabilite can 
crystallize from brines in which HCO3

- exceeds Ca2+: that is in carbonate-rich, calcium-
poor, sulfate-enriched waters, so that Ca-sulfates cannot form (Hardie and Eugster, 1970; 
Jones and Deocampo, 2003). 
 
Sodium sulfates are strongly temperature dependent: on Earth, the anhydrous form 
thénardite typically is formed in hot and arid climatic conditions, while mirabilite is a typical 
product of cool periods (Herrero et al., 2015). Thus thénardite is found on Earth both in 
recent and in ancient deposits, as primary precipitation product of warm brines in shallow 
lakes or as efflorescent crust in playa environments (Herrero et al., 2015). Mirabilite 
instead is not found in ancient environments: this is due to its high reactivity and sensitivity 
to temperature changes, as it readily can dehydrate and transform to thénardite. The 
process of transformation of mirabilite to thénardite is temperature dependent: the 
dehydration occurs at 32°C, in presence of NaCl it occurs at 18°C, while it drops down to 
16°C in presence of Mg2+ ions (Herrero et al., 2015). Transformation of mirabilite to 
thénardite also depends on relative humidity (Steiger and Asmussen, 2008). Secondary 
thénardite can be formed as a consequence of diagenesis of other minerals, typically 
mirabilite dehydration. Both thénardite and mirabilite however can precipitate during 
evaporative (high temperature) and cooling/freezing (cryogenic) processes. Precipitation 
of mirabilite from a cooling brine starts at lower temperatures as its concentration 
decreases.  On Earth, mirabilite mounds have been also found in Antarctica, and 
interpreted as evaporative/freezing precipitation products in subglacial environments 
(Socki et al., 2012).  
 
Mars  
 
The identification of sulfates, both anhydrous and hydrated, on Martian surface, is 
important in order (i) to infer clues about the amount of water bound in regolith and rocks, 
and (ii) to better understand the past climatic evolution. Sulfates on Mars are interpreted to 
be formed as (i) primary evaporite minerals or as (ii) secondary weathering products. 
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Sodium sulfates have been inferred to be present on Mars on the basis of geochemical 
modeling and chemical composition measurements. Anhydrous and monohydrated-
polyhydrated sulfates, hosting various types of cations (mostly Ca/Fe/Mg), have been 
detected at different locations on Mars by remote-sensing VIS-NIR spectroscopy with 
Observatoire pour la Minéralogie, l’Eau, les Glaces et l’Activité (OMEGA) onboard Mars 
Express and the Compact Reconnaissance Imaging Spectrometer for Mars (CRISM) 
onboard Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter instruments, and reported by a vast literature 
(Gendrin et al., 2005; Murchie et al., 2009; Mangold et al., 2008; Flahaut et al., 2014).  
On the basis of OMEGA spectral data, hydrated Na-sulfates could be present in the West 
Chandor Chasma within Valles Marineris (Mangold et al., 2008). Sulfur-bearing 
compounds are thought to be present at the Mars Pathfinder landing site based on alpha 
proton X-ray spectrometer (APXS) data (Foley et al., 2003). In particular, thénardite and 
mirabilite have been suggested to be present at the Mars Pathfinder landing site: 
according to the strong correlation found between Na2O and SO3, Na2SO4 is likely to be 
present in rock samples and in rock-weathering crusts, while it is less likely to be present 
in soil (Zolotov et al., 2004). Sulfur-bearing compounds have also been inferred to be 
present at Meridiani Planum by APXS instrument onboard MER Opportunity rover 
(Brueckner et al., 2009). Analyzing the 6.1-µm bound-water band in Thermal Emission 
Spectrometer (TES/Mars Global Surveyor) spectra, Kuzmin et al. (2004) suggested the 
presence of Na-sulfates in belts surrounding the ice in the polar caps, subject to seasonal 
cycles of hydration/dehydration. Moreover, sodium sulfates are predicted to be present 
according to modeling of chemical divides applicable to Martian evaporating brines, 
characterized by acidic conditions more than on Earth (Tosca and McLennan 2006).  
 
Europa  
 
The data from Galileo Near-Infrared Mapping Spectrometer (NIMS) led to the prevailing 
view that Europa’s endogenous units are rich in sulfate salts (McCord et al., 1998a, 1998b, 
1999, 2010, Dalton, 2007). The deca-hydrated form of sodium sulfate (mirabilite) has been 
initially proposed as one of the candidate materials for the heavily hydrated salts, thought 
to constitute the “non-icy” regions of the trailing hemisphere of Europa, on the basis of 
Galileo/NIMS VIS-IR spectral data (McCord et al., 1998a, 1998b, 1999, 2010). The 
occurrence of heavily hydrated salts on the surface of Europa was initially suggested 
because of the distorted spectral shape of hydration bands at 1.5 and 2 µm in NIMS data, 
notably different from more symmetric pure water ice absorption bands; nevertheless the 
same spectral data were also interpreted with the presence of hydrated sulfuric acid of 
Iogenic origin (Carlson et al., 2009) and more recently with Mg-bearing chlorinated salts 
(Ligier et al., 2016). Vu et al. (2016) suggest, on the basis of experimental measurements 
of frozen brines, that mirabilite and MgCl2 are expected to precipitate on the surface upon 
ocean freezing. The presence of hydrated salts on the surface of Europa, of endogenic 
origin, could be evidence of rising of materials from the ocean below the icy crust, with 
consequent deposition on surface after brines sublimation. This has consequences for 
understanding the dynamics and chemical mixing within the liquid ocean and then 
astrobiological implications. 
 
Previous laboratory studies 
 
Several authors have studied sulfates in laboratory, by means of VIS-IR reflectance 
spectroscopy, although very few investigated sodium sulfates. The first study to report 
infrared reflectance spectra of sulfates was the work by Omori and Kerr (1963). In their 
study they reported infrared spectra of a great number of anhydrous and hydrous sulfates, 
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including thénardite: spectra were acquired in the 2-15 µm range at room P-T conditions. 
Crowley (1991) measured VIS-NIR spectra (0.4-2.5 µm) of tens of playa evaporite 
minerals, in particular also thénardite and mirabilite. Spectra were acquired on coarse 
powders (250 µm) and at room P-T conditions, after drying at 60°C for few minutes. 
Thénardite was also measured by Vassallo and Finnie (1992) in the mid-IR range in 
emissivity, at temperatures >50°C. McCord et al. (2001) investigated three heavily 
hydrated minerals, including mirabilite, in the IR range 1-2.7 µm, in vacuum and in the 
temperature range 100-375K. Dalton et al. (2005) measured spectra of mirabilite in the 
0.35-2.5 µm range in the 50-250K temperature interval. Cloutis et al. (2006) investigated 
by reflectance spectroscopy a large number of sulfates in a broad IR range, although they 
did not study Na-sulfates. Bishop et al. (2015) and Flahaut et al. (2017) studied evaporite 
assemblages in Chilean salars, by means of field VIS-NIR spectroscopy, including 
mirabilite. Thus most of studies have focused on the VIS-NIR spectra of sodium sulfates, 
or typically at ambient temperature. Spectra in the >2.5-µm region at cryogenic 
temperatures are lacking, as well as spectra of samples with different grain sizes. 
 

2. Methods 
 

2.1 Experimental setup 
 

The spectral measurements were performed at the Institute de Planétologie et 
d’Astrophysique de Grenoble (IPAG), with the SHINE Spectro-Gonio Radiometer facility 
(Brissaud et al., 2004). Reflectance spectra were acquired in the Visible-Near Infrared 
(VIS-NIR) range 0.4-5.0 µm, using a monochromator light source. The spectral range is 
covered thanks to a Si-diode (λ<1 µm) and an InSb detector (λ>1 µm). Optical fibers 
mounted on the goniometer arms permit homogeneous illumination of the sample and 
collection of the reflected light within a narrow solid angle. Data were acquired with a 
constant spectral sampling of 20 nm and a spectral resolution varying between 5 and 38 
nm (value increasing, i.e. worsening, by about a factor 2 at each grating change with 
increasing wavelength) across the whole range. 
The samples to be measured were put in an aluminum sample holder cup, with diameter 
48 mm and >5 mm deep; the cup is mounted within the CarboN-IR environmental cell, 
purged with gas N2 flux at 1 bar atmosphere. This internal cell is placed inside an external 
cell, in which high vacuum is performed (Grisolle 2013; https://cold-
spectro.sshade.eu/carbo-nir-simulation-chamber). 
Measurements were carried out at 12 different temperatures in the overall 80-298K range, 
at steps varying from 10 to 25K, using a 4He Stirling cycle-cryostat and a Lakeshore 
temperature controller with +/- 0.1K error. Once a given temperature was reached, the 
data acquisition started after 5 minutes to allow for thermal stabilization of the sample.   
The instrument usage, temperature control and data acquisition and calibration were 
managed through LabVIEW procedures developed at IPAG (Potin et al., 2018). 

 
2.2 Samples  

 
Two mineral samples were analyzed, namely anhydrous sodium sulfate, Na2SO4 
(thénardite) and sodium sulfate decahydrate, Na2SO4 �10H2O (mirabilite). The compounds 
were purchased on the market from Sigma Aldrich, and certified with >99% purity. Each 
mineral was measured in three different grain size ranges: 36-50 µm, 75-100 µm and 125-
150 µm. The grain size ranges were chosen in order to be representative of planetary 
regoliths in the fine, medium and coarse regime, and in such a way to avoid overlapping 
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among them. The mineral powders were produced starting from coarse fragments, by 
grinding with agate mortar and sieving. This preparation was done at Sample Preparation 
Facility at IAPS-INAF. The nominally anhydrous sample (thénardite) was stored at IPAG 
for several days before measurements in a desiccator cabinet under controlled humidity, 
with the goal of minimizing the amount of adsorbed room water vapour. 
 
 

2.3 Acquisitions and data treatment 
 
Measurements were carried out at 12 different temperatures in the overall 80-298K range, 
at increasing steps of 10 to 25K, on all samples and grain sizes. For each sample, the 
measurement cycle was: (i) first acquisition at room temperature (varying between 275-
304K), called “T-down”, (ii) cooling down the sample to 80K, (iii) acquisitions at the 
selected temperatures during the warming up of the sample, up to room temperature (the 
latter called “T-up”). In some case the spectra at 140K were taken both during the cooling 
and warming phases, to check for any potential, macroscopic physico-chemical changes 
in the sample. 
LabSphere© Spectralon and Infragold were acquired in air outside the cell as reference 
targets, to cover the spectral range <2 µm and >2 µm respectively. In the calibration 
procedure, a photometric correction that takes into account the contribution of the optical 
window is applied. 
Data analyses were carried out by using a LabVIEW tool for spectral fitting developed at 
IAPS. Spectral parameters were retrieved for each analyzed absorption band, for all 
samples. The analyzed parameters were: (i) band position, (ii) depth, (iii) area and (iv) 
width. The position was computed after continuum removal: the continuum was calculated 
as a straight line between the wavelength edges (λi-λf) of each main band; after dividing 
the spectrum by the continuum line, the band position (BC) was calculated by using three 
different approaches: (a) taking the minimum value of reflectance; (b) by locally fitting data 
around the minimum with a spline curve, whose minimum yields the band center; (c) fitting 
around the minimum with a second degree polynomial. We used the method (c) for well 
defined bands containing a sufficiently high number of sampling points. For weak bands 
poorly sampled, we used the approaches (a) and (b). The band depth (BD) was computed 
according to the formula (Clark & Roush, 1984): 
 

𝐵! = 1−
𝑅!
𝑅!

 

 
in which RB is the reflectance at the band center and RC is the interpolated value of the 
spectral continuum at the same wavelength. The band area (BA) parameter is computed, 
after continuum removal, with the following formula: 
 

𝐵! = 𝐴! − 𝐼! 
 
where AR is the rectangular area comprised between λi-λf and R=1, and IB is the integral 
defined between λI and λf, which delimits the band. Finally, the band width (BW) is 
computed as the Full Width at Half Maximum corresponding to the band center. In order to 
evaluate the variability of such parameters and to provide an estimate of the errors, the 
procedure for the retrieval of parameters has been repeated four times, each time making 
the λi-λf to vary by ±20 nm, i.e. slightly changing the position of the anchor points of the 
continuum line 
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3. Results 
 

3.1 Spectral measurements 
 
In this section we describe the spectral data acquired on the two sulfate salts in a broad 
range of temperatures (Fig. 1 and 2). For each sulfate, we separately show the spectra of 
the three grain sizes (De Angelis et al., 2018a, 2018b) (fig.3).  
 

3.1.1 Anhydrous sodium sulfate 
 
The spectra of thénardite acquired at different temperatures are shown in Fig.1 for the 
three considered grain sizes. The spectra are flat, featureless and slightly red-sloped up to 
<2.5 µm. A very weak absorption band near 2 µm and a broad one at 3 µm testify the 
presence of some water adsorbed in the grains, although the nominally anhydrous sample 
was stored in a desiccator cabinet with low humidity days before the measurements, and 
only a few minutes passed between the extraction of the powder and its positioning in the 
cell for analyses. This happens because this sample is very hygroscopic. However, it 
should be considered that this water band is due to fundamental vibration modes of the 
molecule and has thus a very high absorption coefficient  making it to appears even with 
very low amounts of adsorbed water, <<1 wt% (Salisbury & Walter, 1989; Pommerol et al. 
2009). Absorption features due to adsorbed water are reported at wavelengths 1.41 and 
1.92 µm (Crowley, 1991). The feature appearing at 2.6 µm is due to the presence of a 
fluctuating amount of water vapour in the room that is not perfectly compensated with the 
calibration reference. A number of absorption bands occur in the 3-4 µm range. These 
bands are centered at 3.1, 3.2, 3.42-3.50, 3.68 and 3.86 µm. The features appearing at 
3.1 and 3.2 µm are likely due to the presence of water in the sample [Cloutis et al., 2006], 
although these two bands are observed also in other sulfates (Bishop et al., 2014). The 
two minima at 3.42-3.5 µm seem to belong to a single, broader band. These features are 
not strictly vibrations of the sulfate; rather they could be related to vibration modes of water 
molecules linked to the sulfate. Alternatively this feature could be due to C-H vibration, 
putatively from organic contamination. Indeed also a very small amount (<1%) of organic 
contamination occurred during the sample preparation or measurement could be 
responsible of such band. Few literature data exist relative to the bands at 3.68 and 3.86 
µm. A band at 3.87 µm, attributed to overtone or combination of SO4

2- fundamental 
modes, is reported for the mineral coquimbite while for other sulfates this band is reported 
to be near 4.0 µm [Cloutis et al., 2006]. The fundamental vibrations of SO4

2- are located 
near 9 µm (symmetric and asymmetric stretching at 981 and 1104 cm-1 [Bishop & Murad, 
2005]). In the 4-5 µm region several overtone/combination modes of S-O occur [Bishop & 
Murad, 2005; Cloutis et al., 2006]. The first overtone of such fundamental band occurs 
near 4.6 µm. This appears as a broad and intense doublet of bands, with minima near 
4.45 and 4.6 µm, separated by an interband peak (minimum of absorption) at 4.53 µm. 
The minima in these bands become less sharp and more flattened with increasing grain 
size. In the coarser grain size the band is almost saturated and minima are no longer 
discernible (fig.1). 
 

3.1.2 Sodium sulfate decahydrate 
 
The spectra of sodium sulfate decahydrate (mirabilite) are shown in Fig. 2. Spectra are flat 
and featureless in the visible range up to 1 µm. The slope in this range tends to become 
bluer (negative) with increasing grain size and decreasing temperature. Several absorption 
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bands occur in the IR range 1-5 µm, most of them being due to structural H2O molecules 
in the hydrated mineral. Hydration absorption features occur at ambient temperature near 
1.2, 1.46, 1.78, 1.96, 2.47, and 3.0 µm. A weak H2O band appears at 1 µm in the medium 
(75-100 µm) and coarse grain size (125-150 µm) spectra. On the high wavelength side of 
the 1.46-µm band, several minima appear as inflections at the lowest temperatures. In the 
2-µm complex a secondary feature shows up near 2.2 µm. All these features are related to 
overtones and combinations of fundamental vibrational modes of the high number of water 
molecules within the mineral [Cloutis et al., 2006]. These absorption features are also 
consistent with measurements by Crowley (1991): in the 2.2-µm region he reports two 
features centered at 2.18 and 2.24 µm. The 2.47-µm feature can be due to a 
combination/overtone of stretching and bending modes of H2O or to the 3ν3 overtone of 
the fundamental asymmetric bending mode of SO4

2- (ν3, 7.8-10.4 µm) [Cloutis et al., 2006]; 
nevertheless, the circumstance that this band only appears in the hydrated sample and not 
in the anhydrous one, could be an indication of a water origin. Two other bands appear at 
3.8 µm and 4.6 µm, both related to overtone/combinations of S-O fundamental modes. 
The first is weak and only visible at the lowest temperatures (T < 140K), while the second 
is very broad and intense, with its long-wavelength edge occurring beyond 5 µm. The 
features appearing in the 4-5 µm region are interpreted as first-order overtones and 
combinations of the fundamental asymmetric bending mode ν3 of SO4

2- (Cloutis et al., 
2006). The 1.20 and 1.46-µm bands are not/partially visible in 80 and 205K spectra of the 
36-50 grain size, respectively, due to instrumental artifacts occurred during this acquisition 
in the 1.1-1.4-µm spectral range.  
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Fig.1. Reflectance spectra of anhydrous sodium sulfate (thénardite), measured at different 
temperatures in the range 80-298K and in three grain sizes. Temperatures decrease from top to 
bottom. Top panel: “fine” grain size (36-50 µm). Middle panel: “intermediate” grain size (75-100 
µm). Bottom panel: “coarse” grain size (125-150 µm). Spectra above 80K are shifted vertically by 
0.1 in reflectance for clarity.  
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Fig. 2. Reflectance spectra of decahydrated sodium sulfate (mirabilite), measured at different 
temperatures in the range 80-298K and in three grain sizes. Temperatures decrease from top to 
bottom. Top panel: “fine” grain size (36-50 µm). Middle panel: “intermediate” grain size (75-100 
µm). Bottom panel: “coarse” grain size (125-150 µm). Spectra above 80K are shifted vertically by 
0.1 in reflectance for clarity.  
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Fig. 3. Reflectance spectra of thénardite (top) and mirabilite (bottom) for the three analyzed grain 
sizes. For each grain size two temperatures are shown, 80K and 298K. 
 
 

3.2 Spectral analysis 
 
In this section we report the results of the spectral analysis carried out for the two sulfate 
compounds described in this paper, according to the procedures for parameters retrieval 
described in Section 2. The four parameters have been calculated at all measured 
temperatures with the aim to highlight their temperature dependence. In Table 1, we list all 
the identified spectral features for the two sulfates, with information about their 
assignment, when known, and about the analyses.  In the following we only present and 
discuss parameters that display significant trends as a function of temperature. The 
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continuum-removed bands are shown in Fig. 4-5 for thénardite and in Fig. 7 for mirabilite. 
Regarding the thénardite, none of the absorption features displayed by the nominally 
anhydrous compound show any significant wavelength-dependence on temperature, at 
least at the spectral resolution of the measurements, except the 3-µm water band, which is 
due to water adsorption as explained in the previous section. 
 

Sample  Band (µm) Band (cm-1) Origin  Strength  Analysis  
Thénardite  
(Na2SO4) 

1.9 5263 H2O combination (1) vw  

 2.6 3846 H2O (vapour) w  
 2.9-3.0 3448 - 3333 H2O stretching+bending vs X 
 3.1 3226 H2O m X 
 3.24 3086 H2O or SO4

2- 
overtone/combination (2) 

m X 

 3.42 (I) – 3.50 (II) 2924-2857 Ø H2O combination 
Ø C-H stretch (3,4,5) 

m X 

 3.68 2717 Ø SO4
2- S-O overtone / 

combination? 
m X 

 3.86 2591 SO4
2- [S-O overtone / 

combination (6)] 
m X 

 4.2 2381 CO2 (gas) s  
 4.4 (I) – 4.7 (II) 2273-2128 SO4

2- [S-O overtone / 
combination (6)] 

vs X 

Mirabilite  
(Na2SO4 ·10H2O) 

1.0 10000 H2O (medium + coarse grain 
size) 

w  

 1.2 8333 H2O w X 
 1.46 (+ 1.55 shouder) 6849 H2O – complex  s X 
 1.78 5618 H2O [reported in hydrated 

sulfates (6)] 
m X 

 1.95 5128 H2O combination s  X 
 2.18 4587 3ν3 S–O or H2O combinations 

and/or overtones (6,7) 
vw  

 2.47 (triplet) 4049 Combination of H2O stretching 
or bending 

m X 

 3.0 3333 H2O stretching+bending vs X 
 3.8 2632 SO4

2- [S-O overtone / 
combination (6)] 

w X 

 4.6 doublet 2174 SO4
2- [S-O overtone / 

combination (6)] 
vs X 

 
Tab.1. Spectral features identified in spectra of the two measured compounds. Acronyms for the 
band strength are: vw = very weak; w = weak; m = medium; s = strong; vs = very strong. 
References cited in the table are: (1) Clark et al., 1990; (2) Bishop et al., 2014; (2) Bishop et al., 
1996; (2) Bishop et al., 1998; (2) Bishop et al., 2001; (6) Cloutis et al., 2006; (7) Crowley, 1991. 
 

 
3.2.1 Anhydrous sodium sulfate 

	
3-µm band 
	
Spectral parameters retrieved for the 3-µm complex (Fig. 4) are shown in Fig. 6. For this 
feature, we computed the band area and the band width between the wavelengths 2.65-
3.55 µm. Depth and area increase rather linearly as the temperature decreases, down to 
about 150K, then the values of these two parameters tend to sligthly decrease. The band 
position shows a nonlinear behavior as the temperature decreases: first it shifts from 2.95-
2.96 µm (depending on grain size) towards shorter wavelengths, then it moves to longer 
wavelengths, it reaches a maximum at about 2.99 µm, then it goes back again to shorter 
wavelengths. For each grain size, the overall shift in the band center from the minimum 
value to the maximum value is about 40 nm. The maximum value is achieved at 150K. 
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The effect of grain size is different for the various parameters. The band position appears 
to be substantially shifted towards longer wavelengths for the “intermediate” grain size (75-
100 µm) and towards shorter wavelengths for the “fine” grain size (36-50 µm); the “coarse” 
grain size (125-150 µm) being an intermediate case. Depth and area increase 
monotonically with grain size. 
The 3.1 µm and 3.24 µm bands due to H2O show a behavior similar to the previous feature 
(fig.6); there is not any evident wavelength shift with temperature (<<5 nm), the depth 
increases up to a maximum value (for T=150K) and then it decreases very slightly as the 
temperature keeps on decreasing. Area and width behaviour with temperature are the 
same as for the 3 µm band. 
 
3-4-µm region 
 
The 3.4-µm feature, characterized by two minima at 3.42 and 3.5 µm, is consistent with 
the presence of very small amounts of C-H compounds (<1%) in the sample, given its 
similarity in terms of band position and shape to C-H features typically occurring in natural 
materials (Bishop et al., 1996, 1998, 2001). 
Band parameters for the small features at 3.68 and 3.86 µm (Fig. 4) are shown in Fig. 1A 
(Online Supplementary Material). They are both characterized by a slight increase of band 
depth and area with decreasing temperatures; this effect is more marked at greater grain 
sizes. The position of features appear to be constant (within <2 nm) with temperature 
change. The effect of grain size is clear on depth and area: these parameters have larger 
values with increasing grain size. 
 
4.6-µm band doublet 
 
The continuum-removed band is displayed in Fig. 5 for the three grain sizes. Band 
parameters have not been retrieved for the sulfate 4.6-µm band doublet, because data 
beyond 4.8 µm are affected by a very low signal-to-noise ratio; for this reason, the band is 
incomplete and it was impossible to fix unambiguously the right edge wavelength for the 
continuum removal. Nevertheless, the effect of temperature is visible especially for the 
intermediate grain size: the band becomes narrower for decreasing temperature, with  the 
interband 4.5-µm peak height increasing while temperature decreases. The effect of grain 
size is also rather clear: the bottom of the two components of the band becomes flatter, 
due to their saturation, and the slope decreases as the grain size gets larger (fine à 
medium à coarse).The absolute height of the interband peak at 4.53 µm also decreases. 
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Fig. 4. Continuum removed bands for thénardite (anhydrous sodium sulfate), in the spectral range 
3-4 µm. The procedure for continuum removal is described in Section 2.3. Here we show only the 
spectra for the “fine” grain size (36-50 µm). 
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Fig. 5. Continuum removed 4.6-µm band doublet for thénardite (anhydrous sodium sulfate). The 
procedure for continuum removal is described in Section 2.3. We compare the shape of the band 
for all three grain sizes. 
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Fig. 6. Anhydrous sodium sulfate (thénardite): 3-µm band spectral parameters, as a function of 
temperature. The four panels respectively report the trend of: band center, band depth, band area 
and band width. The method used to compute these parameters is described in Section 2.3. In 
each panel the symbols indicate the different grain sizes: circle for the “fine” grain size (36-50 µm), 
square for the “intermediate” grain size (75-100 µm), and triangle for the “coarse” grain size (125-
150 µm). 
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3.2.2 Sodium sulfate decahydrate 
 
The continuum removed absorption features of sodium sulfate decahydrate, or mirabilite, 
are displayed in Fig. 7. Some of them tend to exhibit a fine structure at the lowest 
temperatures. Band parameters as a function of temperature are shown in Fig. 8-9 (and 
fig.2A in the Online Supplementary Material), for selected features of interest. 
 
1.2-µm band 
 
Band parameters are shown in Fig. 8 (left panels). This feature, which is related to H2O in 
the mineral structure proves to be strongly temperature-dependent in the considered 
range. The band position moves from about 1.21 µm at room temperature (300K) to 1.22 
µm at the lowest temperature, with a total shift of about 11 nm. Depth and area increase 
quite linearly as the temperature drops down, by roughly 20%. The band width decreases 
monotonically with decreasing temperature, by more than 10%. The effect of grain size is 
very evident for all the four parameters. At a given temperature, the band center moves 
towards shorter wavelengths as the grain size becomes larger. Concerning the other 
parameters (depth, area and width), their value at a given temperature are greater for 
larger grain sizes. 
 
1.46-µm band 
 
Parameters are displayed in Fig. 8 (right panels). Also in this case the band center is 
notably temperature dependent, with a shift of about  6 nm towards longer wavelength with 
decreasing cryogenic temperature. Band depth and area increase monotonically with 
decreasing temperature, by a factor of about 10% and 14% respectively. The FWHM is 
characterized by a nonlinear behavior, increasing up to a maximum, at T=120÷180K 
depending on grain size, and then decreasing as the temperature decreases. This 
behavior could be a combined effect of the shift in position and the appearance of a 
shoulder around 1.55 µm on the high wavelength side of  the band at the lowest 
temperatures (Fig. 7). Here the effect of grain size is clearer on depth, area and width 
parameters, for which the fine (36-50 µm) assumes values substantially lower than the 
other grain sizes. 
 
1.78-µm band 
 
The spectral parameters of this feature (Fig. 9, left panels) are characterized by a 
somehow different behavior with respect to the previous two bands. The band position 
moves to shorter wavelengths by 3-7 nm as the temperature decreases. Band depth, area 
and width all increase with decreasing temperature, by a factor of 36%, 40% and 14%, 
respectively. But below 100K, the trend reverse for the smallest grain size, only, with depth 
and area slightly decreasing . In general, band depth and area assume higher values for 
the larger grain sizes. The shift in position for a given temperature is not linear with grain 
size. 
 
2.0-µm band 
 
The behavior of this band with temperature is very similar to that of 1.46-µm feature (Fig. 
8). The band center shifts by less than 10 nm towards longer wavelengths as the 
temperature decreases, in the range 1.96-1.97 µm. The shift in position is also grain size 
dependent, with the smaller grains (36-50 µm) positioned at shorter wavelengths, and the 
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medium grains (75-100 µm) positioned at longer wavelengths. Depth and area slightly 
increase with decreasing temperature. Maximum values are assumed by the intermediate 
grain size, while minimum values by the fine grain size. Bandwidth increases 
monotonically with temperature decreasing, except for the fine grain size, for which it is 
maximum at 100K. 
 
2.47-µm band 
 
The spectral parameters for this feature are displayed in Fig. 9 (right panels). The band 
position does not appear to be significantly dependent on temperature: the measured shift 
is about 2-3 nm, which is well below the spectral sampling used for our measurements. 
Depth, area and width increase quite monotonically with temperature reduction, by a factor 
of 17%, 40% and 12% respectively. Depth and area assume maximum values for the 
intermediate grain size (75-100 µm) and minimum values for the fine grain size (36-50 
µm). The bandwidth assumes increasing values linearly with increasing grain size. The 
behavior of depth, area and width as a function of temperature reduction is quite 
monotonic for the 75-100 µm-grain size; such parameters assume a narrow maximum 
peak at 100K for the 36-50 µm-grain size, then start to decrease; the maximum region is 
broad, a plateau extending for T<150K, for the (larger) 125-150 µm-grain size. 
 
3.0-µm band 
 
The continuum-removed band is shown in Fig. 7, and relative spectral parameters are 
displayed in Fig. 2A (Online Supplementary Material; left panels) against temperature. The 
position appears to be very sensitive to temperature change, and in a non-linear manner, 
although the band bottom is very broad and nearly flat. As the temperature decreases, the 
position shifts by more than 50 nm towards longer wavelengths; the shift becomes more 
than 100 nm for the 125-150-µm grain size (2.93-3.10 µm). At T=150K the position starts 
to shift back towards shorter wavelengths. This behavior could be ascribed to the 
beginning of separation of the two distinct water stretching modes, at 2.9 and 3.1 µm at 
this temperature.  At a given temperature, the band position is shifted towards shorter 
wavelengths for the 36-50 µm-grain size, and towards longer wavelengths for the 75-100 
µm-grain size. The depth has also a non-linear behavior, increasing up to a maximum at 
150K and then decreasing, with temperature reduction. The band area shows a nearly 
monotonic decrease with temperature reduction, especially for the 36-50, but starting to 
display a sharp increase around 150K for larger grain sizes. Bandwidth shows a strong 
narrowing as the temperature decreases, by a factor of 20%. 
 
3.8-µm band 
 
The spectral parameters are shown in Fig. 2A (online supplementary material; right 
panels). This feature is weak and only shows up at temperature values below 180K; it 
proves to be significantly temperature-sensitive. The position shifts by about 15-30 nm 
towards shorter wavelengths as the temperature decreases (3.80-3.77 µm). Depth and 
area increase monotonically as the temperature decreases, by a factor of 5-10 depending 
on the grain size (fine or intermediate, respectively). The bandwidth increases with 
temperature drop off, reaching a maximum around 100K. 
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4.6-µm band 
 
The strongest sulfate band in the explored spectral range, centered at about 4.6 µm, is 
displayed in Fig. 7. Because the upper limit of sensitivity of the SHINE facility is 5 µm, and 
the signal-to-noise is very low beyond 4.6 µm, it was impossible to properly measure the 
right shoulder of the band, making it hard to safely derive spectral parameters. Here we 
can qualitatively state that this feature appears substantially different in the decahydrate 
form with respect to the anhydrous form (compare Fig. 4 with Fig. 7). In mirabilite, this 
band is shifted towards longer wavelengths, with a unique minimum near 4.8 µm. The 
short wavelength edge is less steep than in the case of thénardite. In thénardite the band 
displays two minima at 4.45 and 4.60 µm, separated by an interband peak (minimum of 
absorption) at 4.53 µm. This peak does not appear in spectra of mirabilite. 
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Fig. 7. Continuum-removed bands for mirabilite (sodium sulfate decahydrate). The method used to 
compute these parameters is described in Section 2.3. Here we show the fine grain size (36-50 
µm) spectra. 
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Fig. 8. Sodium sulfate decahydrate (mirabilite): 1.20 and 1.46-µm band spectral parameters as a 
function of temperature. We report the parameters: band center, band depth, band area, and band 
width. The method used to compute these parameters is described in Section 2.3. In each panel 
the symbols indicate the different grain sizes: circle for the “fine” grain size (36-50 µm), square for 
the “intermediate” grain size (75-100 µm), and triangle for the “coarse” grain size (125-150 µm). 
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Fig. 9. Sodium sulfate decahydrate (mirabilite): 1.78 and 2.47-µm band spectral parameters, as a 
function of temperature. We display the spectral parameters: band center, band depth, band area, 
and band width. The method used to compute these parameters is described in Section 2.3. In 
each panel the symbols indicate the different grain sizes: circle for the “fine” grain size (36-50 µm), 
square for the “intermediate” grain size (75-100 µm), and triangle for the “coarse” grain size (125-
150 µm). 
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4. Discussion  
  
Effect of temperature on bands  
 
In the thénardite spectra the 3-µm band complex is related to small quantities of ambient 
adsorbed water. This feature is very sensitive to temperature variation, although band 
parameters do not show a monotone trend. Minima at 2.9, 3.1 and 3.24 µm all increase in 
intensity (band depth) as the temperature drops down, reaching a maximum depth near 
150-160K, then start to decrease as the temperature decreases to 80K. The increase in 
intensity is higher for the 3.1-µm feature than the other two features. At ambient 
temperature and at 80K the minimum (after continuum removal) of the band complex 
occur near 2.9 µm, while at the intermediate temperature 150K the minimum seems to be 
3.1 µm (fig.4). A similar behavior occurs for the 3-µm complex in mirabilite (fig.2A), for 
which the 3.1-µm secondary minimum increases to its maximum intensity as the 
temperature drops down to 150K, then starts to decrease. This seems to indicate that a 
certain process is occurring in both samples, that causes the 3.1-µm feature to assume its 
maximum depth at about 150-160K. Taking into account that our spectra were taken 
during the heating phase (80à298K), an explanation could be given by water ice 
desorption, which occurs at 160K, as observed in McCord et al., 2001 after heating 
mirabilite from 100 to 375K during temperature-programmed-desorption experiments.  
All other water-related bands in mirabilite (1.20, 1.46 and 1.96 µm) show the same 
behavior with temperatures, shifting towards longer wavelengths as the temperature 
decreases. This is consistent with studies on IR spectroscopy of water ice (Grundy and 
Schmitt, 1998): the longward shift is due to an increase in hydrogen bond strength at lower 
temperatures. Bands at 1.78, 2.47 and 3.8 µm in mirabilite shift towards shorter 
wavelengths as the temperature decreases, that is in an opposite direction with respect to 
water-related bands, and they are likely due to vibrations in the sulfate ion.  
 
3.8 vs 3.86 µm band 
 
The 3.8-µm band in mirabilite, that could be attributed to sulfate, should correspond to a 
feature occurring in the anhydrous sample thénardite at 3.86 µm. The shift in position in 
mirabilite could be due to the presence of water, as reported also in Cloutis et al. (2006) in 
their study on a large number of sulfates. This shift is related to the influence of additional 
H2O molecules in the mineral structure, which modify the S–O bond length. 
 
4-5-µm sulfate complex band 
 
The intense and broad absorption band appearing in the 4-5 µm region, due to first order 
overtone and combinations of the fundamental SO4

2- ν3 vibration at 8-10 µm (Cloutis et al. 
2006), is the most characteristic and diagnostic feature of the sulfate minerals family in the 
Visible-Near-Infrared region below 5 µm. It can have different spectral shapes for different 
sulfates (Omori and Kerr, 1963; Cloutis et al. 2006). In particular this feature is notably 
different in thénardite and mirabilite. In the anhydrous sample (fig.5) the band extends 
between 4-4.9 µm, and is characterized by an  interband peak in reflectance centered near 
4.53 µm. The peak height appears to increase in reflectance (0.2-0.4) as the temperature 
decrease in the range 275-80K, at least for the 75-100-µm grain size, due to the narrowing 
of both components. In mirabilite (fig.7) the band extends in the range 3.8-5.0 µm and is 
more asymmetric with the minimum positioned around 4.8 µm, although because of noisy 
data around 5 µm it an accurate determination of position was not possible. The main 
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difference is the absence, in mirabilite, of the interband peak at 4.53 µm. An explanation 
for this difference could be the presence of many H2O molecules influencing S–O bonding 
in mirabilite, implying a broad range of vibration energies. Indeed in Cloutis et al. (2006) 
H2O-bearing sulfates show broad absorptions in this range, while anhydrous or OH-
bearing sulfates (barite, anglesite, anhydrite) have bands with many well-resolved minima. 
 
Effect of grain size 
 
The grain size influences a number of absorption bands and spectral parameters. 
Differences between spectra among the grain sizes are visible in fig.3. In thénardite 3.0, 
3.68 and 3.86 µm bands, band depth and area increase for larger grain sizes at a given 
temperature. Moreover the 3.0-µm band is shifted at longer wavelengths (2.99 µm) for the 
medium grain size, while it is shifted at shorter wavelengths (2.97 µm) for the smallest 
grain size. Regarding the band in the 4-5 µm region in thénardite, the spectral shape 
changes gradually (fig.4): with increasing grain size the reflection peak shifts towards 
longer wavelengths, from roughly 4.50 µm (g.s. 36-50 µm) to 4.52 µm (g.s. 75-100 µm) to 
4.54 µm (g.s. 125-150 µm). Moreover, the bottom of the band, on the left and right of the 
interband peak, is characterized by a negative slope in the grain size 36-50 µm. As the 
grain size becomes larger, the slope decreases and the band becomes flatter, due to 
saturation. 
In mirabilite, the band depth (for a given temperature) increases monotonously with grain 
size for the 1.20 and 1.78 µm band, being minimum for the smaller grains and maximum 
for the largest grain size. For the bands at 1.46 and 2.47 µm the band depth assumes the 
maximum value for the intermediate grain size. The 3-µm band complex shows the 
maximum depth for the smallest grain size. This can be explained by taking into account 
that weak absorption bands (i.e. 1.20 and 1.78 µm) tend to saturate at greater grain sizes 
than stronger bands (i.e. 1.46, 2.47 and 3.0 µm): that is the grain size of optimal band 
depth reduces as the absorption gets stronger (Hapke, 1993; Harloff & Arnold, 2001). 
 
Extended-Visible parameters vs Temperature 
 
The Visible region of mirabilite spectra has also been studied; spectra in the Visible range 
are displayed in fig.10 without any additional offset along Y-axis. Parameters such as 
slope, reflectance factor and area are shown in fig.11 as functions of temperature. All 
parameters show changes with grain size and temperature. Two different slopes have 
been retrieved and compared with temperature and other spectral parameters: the vis-
slope-1 (0.40-0.54 µm) and vis-slope-2 (0.60-0.92 µm). The slope-1 is generally positive 
(red) and reaches a positive maximum value. The slope-2 is negative (blue) and reaches a 
minimum (maximum absolute value).  
The slope-1 is only shown for the 75-100 and 125-150 µm grain size (fig.11A), because in 
the fine grain size it does not change appreciably. The change with temperature is 
characterized by a maximum value at about 150-160K. The slope-2 (fig.11B) has a 
behavior that is similar for the three grain sizes, reaching one or two minima (negative) in 
the 100-180K range. The slope-1 appears to be positively correlated with the 3-µm band of 
water (fig.11C).  
The reflectance at 0.6 µm has been determined, as well as the maximum reflectance value 
in the 0.4-0.9-µm range and its wavelength position. The value of maximum reflectance is 
shown in fig.11D as a function of temperature. For all the grain sizes, as temperature 
drops down the reflectance increases, reaching a maximum near 150-160K. The 
reflectance is minimum for the lowest and highest temperatures. The wavelength position 
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versus temperature of this reflectance peak is displayed in fig.11E: except for the room 
temperature value, the peak has its maximum shift towards longer wavelengths at 140-
160K. Finally, for each temperature and grain size, the area comprised between the 
spectral data and a line joining the wavelengths 0.4-0.7 µm has been computed: this is a 
measure of the curvature of spectra in the VIS region. This parameter again appears to be 
maximum at 160K and minimum at the lowest and highest temperatures. 
 

 
 

Fig.10. Mirabilite. Visible Near-IR spectra (0.4-1.1 µm). 
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Fig.11. Mirabilite Visible parameters: slopes, reflectance, area. The retrieved parameters are 
described in the section above. 
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Implication for Europa - JUICE/MAJIS and Europa Clipper/MISE 
	
Among non-water-ice compounds thought to exist on the surfaces of the icy Jovian 
satellites, hydrated salt minerals were first proposed to exist as a by-product of endogenic 
processes (McCord et al., 1998a, 1998b, 1999, 2002). While the agreement with near-
infrared spectral observations of dark terrains on Europa is indeed better for highly 
hydrated salts than for salts of lower hydration states, none of these materials alone can 
account for all of the observed spectral character (Dalton et al., 2005). Europa and 
Ganymede’s non-ice material appears to be a complex mixture of sulfate hydrates and 
other materials (McCord et al., 1999). Best fits for non-icy terrains were initially found to be 
provided by mixtures of hydrated sodium sulfates, hydrated magnesium sulfates, which 
are typical endogenous products, and sulfuric acid hydrate, which instead is a product of 
radiolysis (Carlson et al., 1999; Dalton, 2007; Shirley et al., 2010). 
In recent times, the traditional hypothesis of the presence of sulfate salts on the surface of 
Europa has been challenged as Mg-bearing chlorinated species (chloride, chlorate, and 
perchlorate) have been found to provide improved spectral fits in the NIR range (Ligier et 
al., 2016). Even more recently, on the basis of HST observations obtained in the visible 
range, sodium chloride (NaCl) was suggested to be the main spectral endmember on the 
surface of Europa, implying a NaCl-rich ocean (Trumbo et al., 2019). 
Despite these apparently diverging results, as a matter of fact the current chemical 
composition of the surfaces of Europa and Ganymede is expected to reflect, as far as the 
endogenous component is concerned, the composition of the subsurface ocean lying in 
the interiors of these moons. At least in the case of Europa, various salt minerals may form 
from direct contact of liquid water with a silicate mantle found on the ocean’s floor. In this 
scenario, it is plausible to argue that several soluble salts might actually coexist within the 
ocean as well as on the surface, as a result of the transient water plumes that have been 
discovered over the last years (Roth et al., 2014; Sparks et al., 2016; Paganini et al., 
2020). The different molecular weight of the salt minerals can then account for a potential 
stratified compositional sequence that is observed in the uppermost surface layer. In the 
case of Ganymede, no ongoing activity has been observed so far, and theoretical models 
of the interior seem to rule out a direct, constant and vigorous exchange between the 
internal liquid layer and a silicate mantle. Nonetheless, optical images show evidence for 
resurfacing and terrains with relatively recent geologic age, with grooves from which liquid 
water could have found its way out in the past. In compositional terms, this is in agreement 
with both NIR hyperspectral data returned by the NIMS spectrometer (McCord et al., 
1998a), and with recent Earth-based observations (Ligier et al., 2019). These results 
ultimately suggest that Ganymede may have a surface composition close to that of 
Europa, with exogenous effects that are mitigated both by the larger distance from Jupiter 
and by the presence of an intrinsic magnetic field that protects the surface from high 
energy charged particles at low latitudes. 
The primary scientific objective of the imaging spectrometers carried onboard the NASA 
Europa Clipper and ESA JUICE spacecrafts is to identify and map the composition of non-
water-ice materials on the surfaces of the icy Galilean satellites, with an emphasis on 
Europa and Ganymede, respectively. Separating endogenous and exogenic products, the 
latter being a constant byproduct of Jupiter’s harsh radiation environment, is also a major 
objective. For this reason, it is essential to build a database of laboratory spectra 
measured in the same spectral range that will be covered by those instruments, and in a 
range of cryogenic temperature representative of those planetary surfaces. While our 
experiments do not take into account exogenic effects caused by radiation, the information 
deriving from the dependence of the spectral profiles on parameters such as temperature 
and grain size proves to be crucial in applying spectral unmixing models to the 
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hyperspectral data sets that will be acquired, ultimately allowing both the identification of 
the most plausible chemical species and the estimation of their physical state. 
Following this idea and using the same laboratory setup, in previous works we had already 
analyzed: 1) hydrated magnesium sulfates (De Angelis et al., 2017), and 2) hydrated and 
anhydrous sodium carbonates (De Angelis et al., 2019). In this regard, the present work 
represents the third set of mineral salts for which we took spectral profiles that may prove 
useful in view of future interpretation of data acquired by these spectrometers. Among the 
sodium sulfates considered here, the anhydrous form thénardite is very hygroscopic and 
requires a very dry environment to exist. Thus it is not expected on the surfaces of the icy 
satellites, which are dominated by water ice. Nevertheless the possibility exists that 
thénardite could be formed as secondary product after irradiation and dehydration of 
mirabilite, and persist for some time on the surface of Europa; such a mechanism, i.e. 
dehydration of salts into lower hydrated forms, has been shown to occur on Europa for Cl-
bearing species (Thomas et al., 2017). It was chosen only as a reference compared to a 
stable hydrated form such as mirabilite, which instead is among the chemical species 
potentially expected to occur on the icy satellites. However, in mirabilite the spectral 
signatures are largely dominated by combinations and overtones of the water molecules 
that make up the mineral. Therefore, thénardite served above all to highlight the 
absorptions due to the SO4

2- ion and to facilitate our assignment of the observed spectral 
signatures in mirabilite. 
The MAJIS spectrometer onboard the ESA JUICE mission covers the overall spectral 
range 0.50-5.54 µm, with an average spectral sampling step of 3.7 nm/band between 0.50 
and of 2.35 µm and 6.5 nm/band between 2.25 and 5.54 µm (Piccioni et al., 2019). 
Consequently, the spectral sensitivity range is largely comparable to that of the SHINE 
facility that we used for this work, while the expected sampling step of MAJIS is better. On 
the other hand, the strong absorption of water ice on Europa and Ganymede results in 
very low reflectance beyond 2.7 µm, creating significant observational and signal-to-noise 
challenges in that region for infrared spectrometers. In this regard, the identification of the 
diagnostic features of mirabilite at 3.8 and 4.6 µm could be more challenging than the 
identification of other diagnostic features located at at 1.78, 2.18 µm and 2.47 µm, which, 
despite their variable strength (medium to very weak, see Table 1), are located in a 
spectral region favored by a larger signal coming from the target. On the other hand, a 
SNR > 30 should be large enough to reveal all these spectral signatures, especially those 
located beyond 2.7 µm, which could therefore guarantee a safe identification of the 
presence of pure deposits of mirabilite, if any, separating them from potential local 
exposures of other salt minerals. 
The variation in the slope of the visible spectra of mirabilite as a function of temperature, 
which we observed in laboratory, is also preparatory for the interpretation of the spectra of 
the icy Galilean satellites that will be acquired by MAJIS in the visual range 0.5-1.0 µm. 
Indeed, this highlights the need of including this spectral range to achieve a 
comprehensive evaluation of the surface composition, and it also emphasizes the science 
case of using multispectral images with JUICE in the visual range up to 1 µm to highlight 
compositional variations potentially linked also to the presence of this mineral on the 
surface. The Mapping Imaging Spectrometer for Europa (MISE) instrument (Blaney et al., 
2019) onboard NASA spacecraft Europa Clipper will observe the icy satellite in the 0.8-5 
µm spectral range, with 10 nm spectral sampling and 25 m/px at a distance of 100 km. 
The MISE spectrometer has the capability to detect all the described spectral features 
relative to thénardite and mirabilite. Concerning thénardite absorption features at 3.1, 3.24, 
3.68 and 3.86 µm, with FWHMs of about 30-50 nm, could be easily detected. The detector 
cutoff at 5 µm could allow observing the 4.6-µm sulfate band, although presumably with 
some noise in the long-wavelength edge. Regarding mirabilite all the absorption feature in 
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this range have FWHMs well above the instrument resolution and are detectable. The fine 
structure arising at low temperatures in bands such as 1.46 and 2.47 µm should also be 
resolved. The long-wavelength wing of 4.6-µm sulfate band could be detected but noisy. 
Mirabilite bands at 1.20 and 3.80 µm display the largest shifts with temperature, being of 
the order of >10 nm and >20 nm, towards longer and shorter wavelengths, respectively. 
Such shifts are potentially above the detection limit of both MAJIS and MISE instruments. 
At about 100K these two bands are located near 1.22 and 3.77 µm. Using in conjunction 
band position and band depth, for example of the 3.80 µm feature, the grain size can also 
be estimated. At 100K this feature would have a band depth of about 0.02 for smaller grain 
sizes (<50 µm), while it would be about 0.05 for larger grains (>125 µm). Monitoring of 
changes in VIS slope over time can also be useful in order to detect temperature 
variations with time. 
 
Implication for Mars missions 
 
Missions planned to explore the Mars surface in the next future (NASA/Mars 2020 and 
ESA-RosCosmos/ExoMars 2022) host optical cameras and infrared spectrometers that 
are in principle capable to detect thénardite and mirabilite. Mastcam-Z on Mars 2020 
Rover (Bell III et al., 2020) will observe the surface in the extended visible region up to 1 
µm, thus with the capability of detect water combination/overtone bands related to the 
presence of hydrated minerals and eventually also mirabilite (Rice et al., 2010). Ma_MISS 
spectrometer (De Sanctis et al., 2017) inside the drill of the ExoMars 2022 rover has the 
potentiality of detect hydrated minerals in the Mars subsurface if present. In particular the 
mirabilite bands at 1, 1.2, 1.46 and 1.78 µm fall in the sensitivity range of this instrument. 
The ISEM spectrometer (Korablev et al., 2017) onboard ExoMars rover, with its 1.1-3.3 µm 
range, will have the capability of measure mirabilite hydration bands from the 1.2 to the 3-
µm band, although this last would be truncated, and the thénardite bands at 3.1-3.24 µm. 
 
Sample  B (µm) BC vs T ΔBC BD vs T ΔBD BA vs T ΔBA BW vs T ΔBW 
Na2SO4 2.9-3.0 è (300-160K) 

ç (160-80K) 
+40 
–20 

é 
ê 

40% é 
ê 

20% ê. 10% 

 3.1 – <<5 é 
ê 

40% é 
ê 

20% ê. 10% 

 3.24 ç <10 é 
ê 

25% é 
ê 

30% ê 10% 

 3.42 (I)–3.5 (II) – <<5 é 
ê 

10% é 
ê 

30% ê 10% 

 3.68 – <<5 é 15% é 20% –  
 3.86 – <<5 é 20% é 20% –  
 4.0–4.9 –  –  –  –  
Na2SO4 �10H2O 1.2 è +12 é 20% é 15% ê 10% 
 1.46 è +7 é 10% é 15% é 

ê 
10% 

 1.78 ç –8 é 35% é 40% é 10% 
 1.95 è +8 é 5% é 10% é 10% 
 2.47 ç –4 é 15% é 30% é 15% 
 3.0 è (300-160K) 

ç (160-80K) 
>50 é 

ê 
30% ê 20% ê 20% 

 3.8 ç –30 é 50-90% é 80% é 40% 
 4.0–4.9 –  –  –  –  
 
Tab.2. Band parameters and their dependence on temperature for thénardite and mirabilite. Only  
the bands analyzed are shown. The vibration mode attribution of each band is listed in tab.1. BC vs 
T: Left arrow: shift towards shorter wavelengths; Right arrow: shift towards longer wavelengths. 
The shifts (Δ) are expressed in nm for band center; for depth, area and width as % variation. The 
up/down changes in parameters (BD/A/W vs T columns) are for decreasing temperature. When both 
up and down arrows are present, they are relative to the temperature ranges 300-160K and 160-
80K. 
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Conclusions  
 
Visible and near-infrared spectra of the anhydrous sodium sulfate (thénardite) and the 
decahydrated phase (mirabilite) are characterized by different patterns of absorption 
features, varying with temperature changes in different ways. 
Thénardite has a flat and nearly featureless spectrum up to 2.6 µm. Apart from a 3-µm 
band due to adsorbed water, diagnostic sulfate bands occur at 3.68, 3.86 and especially at 
4.6 µm. Bands at 3.1 and 3.24 µm could be also diagnostic of thénardite. A feature 
appearing at 3.42-3.5 µm can also be tentatively attribute to sulfate, although the position 
is also consistent with C-H vibration. The 4.6-µm large doublet is characteristic of sulfates 
in the VIS-NIR region. In thénardite this strong band is characterized by an interband peak 
near 4.5 µm, separating two minima. The band shape does not seem to vary appreciably 
with temperature, although it gradually changes with grain size, becoming flatter and with 
decreasing slope (in absolute value) as the grain size increases. 
Spectra of mirabilite are characterized by a large number of water related features, 
occurring near 1, 1.2, 1.46, 1.78, 1.95, 2.47, 3 µm, and by at least two features due to 
sulfate at 3.8 and 4.6 µm. The 1.78-µm feature is reported also in other hydrated sulfates. 
In mirabilite the SO4

2- first overtone band occurring at 4.6 µm is notably different from the 
anhydrous phase, being characterized by the absence of the interband peak near 4.5 µm, 
and with the minimum shifted towards longer wavelengths. Due to the high hydration state 
this band is much more broadened in mirabilite. Water-related features show generally 
shifts towards longer wavelengths as the temperature drops down, while 1.78, 2.47 and 
3.8-µm bands slightly shifts in the opposite sense, i.e. towards shorter wavelengths. 
The visible region up to 1.1 µm in the spectra of mirabilite, being characterized by a 
spectral slope that correlates with temperature changes, is also of interest with the aim of 
interpreting remote sensing data from future missions such as JUICE and Europa Clipper.  
Although recently the general idea about the surface composition of Europa and 
Ganymede has changed, pointing to a greater complexity and variety in terms of mineral 
species present on these bodies, nevertheless our dataset is important in order to 
characterize also this type of compounds, given that mirabilite could be present as 
component in more complex mixtures. 
 
On-line data 
 
The complete sets of data (De Angelis et al., 2018a, 2018b) presented in this paper are  
available online upon publication of this paper in the REFL_SLAB and CSS databases of 
the SSHADE database infrastructure (https://vwww.sshade.eu): 
https://doi.org/10.26302/SSHADE/EXPERIMENT_CC_20180427_001 and 
https://doi.org/10.26302/SSHADE/EXPERIMENT_CC_20180428_002. 
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